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Racing & Pool Betting is Globalising



A global racing 
product - a broad 
growing audience

• With the backdrop of the rise of social media, improved 
communications, and an increasingly interconnected world, 
the racing world has changed 

• The racing product is moving from regional to global, and 
the fanbase is doing the same

• This is an opportunity of unprecedented scale, yet is still in 
its comparative infancy, and international partnerships & 
co-operation within racing will be the key

• It has the potential to scale to every major horseracing 
event in the World



How it works



How the Ascot World Pool comingling market works

The basics.
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Size of the Opportunity



World Pool 2019 has provided a valid proof point

• Total pool turnover was up 415% year-on-year

• Diamond Jubilee on Saturday saw the first ever £1m+ win pool on UK flat 

racing

• World Pool partnership with HKJC is the first

proof of concept of the power of global

liquidity in pool betting

• Challenges preconceptions around

perceived issues, including tech integration,

rules, and place terms

• Potential to expand both in product (race

meetings/bet types) and jurisdiction



UK Tote Turnover By Channel



World Pool Summary Figures



Royal Ascot World Pool has provided a proof point

Tote Dividends Consistently beat SP Standout Value

• Big pools weighted in the favour of high-profile runners, 

has meant extraordinary value, accessibility, and 

price certainty

• Consequently, across the 5 days, a £1 bet on all winners 

would have returned £102.53 more with the Tote 

compared to industry SP, an outperformance of 33%



Racing & Pool Betting is Globalising



"IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE 

– UNTIL IT IS DONE"
Nelson Mandela


